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The application of Pesticides has become a widely adopted practice within modern
agriculture, however this practice poses a significant health risk to farm workers and crop
advisors when pesticide exposures occur. Current safety standards require documentation
of each application to help mitigate human exposure, yet these standards rely heavily on
antiquated data collection formats and complex communication systems putting little
emphasis on notification timeliness. Our objective was to reduce the risk of pesticide
exposure for all farm workers and crop advisors by utilizing technological automation
processes to reduce the number of links within the communication system. This proved
successful though the collection of pesticide application information within a cloud-based
data storage system, updating it in a near real-time fashion, and providing accessibility to
the information from any location with cellular or internet connectivity. Today's
technological advances allow applicators to quickly upload their pesticide application
information to the cloud-based system, which permits prompt information accessibility
for field workers and crop scouts. Individuals can then login to their account and locate
application specifics such as the products applied, locations they were applied, the rates
at which they were applied, and when each location is safe for re-entry. The Spray-Safely
application was developed for agricultural producers, crop scouts, and custom pesticide
applicators who are interested in the ease of seamlessly sharing pesticide application
information across multiple platforms. We have found that by utilizing wireless data

transfer technology and available industry leader’s software application programming
interfaces (API’s), we can achieve the development and implementation of third-party
applications to meet industry needs.
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CHAPTER 1 – INTRODUCTION
It is well known that pesticide use, if not conducted properly, is a practice that involves
extensive risk to human health. Even with the associated risks, it has become the primary
practice for controlling problematic weeds in today’s agriculture industry. Since the
introduction of the pesticide use practice in the 1950’s, it has been widely adopted by
production agriculture to maximize yields. By 1980, 90-99% of corn, soybean, wheat,
and cotton production acres had incorporated pesticide use (Fernandez-Cornejo et al.,
2014). Pesticides provide ample benefits to production agriculture including the best
economic return on investment for maximizing crop yield, however there are some
downfalls associated with their use. These include environmental pollution and poisoning
risks to agricultural workers. Current regulations and product use restrictions are enforced
by the United States Federal Environmental Protection Agency (EPA), which require a
multitude of documentation and reporting procedures, and focus on the protection of
agricultural workers and resources. Risks associated with worker exposure to pesticides is
of great concern considering the substantial probability of an individual experiencing
long-term human health effects and or fatality from a single exposure event. This is an
issue that persists across the country as pointed out in (Langley & Mort, 2012), which
reported an estimated annual cost of pesticide exposures at nearly $200 million dollars.
Additionally, it was shown that between 2006-2010 there was an annual national average
of over 20,000 pesticide exposure cases that required health care treatment. In Nebraska
alone - between 2000 and 2009 - the average number of pesticide worker exposure cases
were 54 per year. The number of cases seen in 2009 decreased by roughly half of those
seen in 2000, however this number was still 2-3 times higher than the national average
(Stover, 2014). In 2011 Nebraska saw a decrease in pesticide poisoning cases with only
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34 cases that year, yet this number was still higher than the national average (Nebraska.
Occupational & Health Surveillance Program, 2014).
These exact figures are likely outdated however, this still demonstrates that the worker
pesticide exposure issue is present on a national scale. And even though these numbers
may seem like a mere fraction of the total number of agricultural workers, even a single
pesticide poisoning case is unacceptable due to the potentially lethal effects that could
result from it. It is due to these high risks - associated with the use of agricultural
pesticides - that the Federal EPA implemented mandates regulating their use, however
recent media headlines have brought attention to the fact that these regulations along may
not be a sole solution to protecting our works. Recently, media sources have shed light
upon this subject with lawsuits filed against the pesticide company Monsanto regarding
the use of the herbicide glyphosate. These legal suits claim that the use of glyphosate was
a leading contributor to non-Hodgkin’s lymphoma in users who experienced exposure.
The outcome of these lawsuits ruled in favor of prosecution, which has ordered that the
pesticide producer Monsanto pay a combined total of over $2.4 billion dollars in
compensatory damages. While this example isn’t directly related to crop production, the
implications are significant. This incurred cost to the pesticide company will likely fall on
the producer through product cost increases, along with stricter use regulations and the
cost to improve current regulations. Systems currently used for abiding to EPA product
regulation and restrictions are antiquated, redundant, and a hinderance to time efficiency
for service providers, production managers, and pesticide applicators. These systems rely
heavily on human communication and put agricultural workers safety at risk to human
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error. We propose the development of a system that will remove the human error risk
factor and provide the information necessary for worker protection in a timelier format.
The long-term goal of this research is to mitigate the risks associated with the current
pesticide use practices and reduce field-worker exposure to pesticides. We believe this
can be achieved by improving documentation and reporting procedures, and by
leveraging now commonplace technologies such as smart phones, telemetry, web-based
services, and GPS services. By utilizing these technologies and procedure
improvements it was believed that we could decrease the amount of time needed to
accurately convey the specific pesticide application details. These include - but are not
limited to - how and where the pesticide was used. The specific goal is to decrease the
time gaps production agriculture systems currently experience between pesticide
application and reporting of the specific application information necessary to agricultural
worker protection. If agricultural workers, such as field laborers, agronomists, and crop
scouts, have access to pesticide application information immediately after it is applied,
they can then take the necessary steps for mitigating their risk of exposure to pesticides.
Current pesticide application documentation systems heavily rely on human
communication and interaction between producers, custom pesticide service providers,
and field scouts. This interaction creates large time gaps between when the pesticides are
applied and when the information is available to the individual who may potentially enter
the field. We will accomplish our goal through the development of mobile application
software and the integration of current production agriculture technologies with
geographic information system (GIS) services. This system will abide to the EPA worker
protection standards (WPS) regulations and provide information in a real-time format.
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By integrating pesticide product details, field work applications, and mobile data transfer
technologies a system that is focused on agricultural field worker protection can be
successfully achieved. This will require reporting features – not provided by current
systems – such as re-entry intervals, grazing restrictions, personal protective equipment
(PPE) requirements, tracking of required worker training completion, and notifications of
field site applications. Considering these technologies are currently available and
awaiting integration into a scalable system, we chose to develop and deliver a system that
would fulfill the current worker protection needs.
Our approach to this project would yield the following expected outcomes. First, by
integrating these technologies into a single workflow, it would allow us to develop a
system that provided pesticide application documentation data as the field work was
conducted. Secondly, by building in reporting functions - that would provide the pesticide
application specifics - we could offer a resource for obtaining the information and
procedures necessary for worker protection. At the completion of this work our
expectation was to reduce field worker exposure to pesticides, which creates safer
working environments for our agricultural workforce.
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CHAPTER 2 – REVIEW OF RELEVANT LITERATURE
2.1 – EPA Worker Protection Standards (WPS)
In 1992 the EPA began structuring regulations that are currently enforced when using
pesticides. These regulations were amended in 1995 and the most recently in 2015.
Current regulations restrict the use of such pesticides to individuals who have been
properly trained. They also require a mandatory training for all agricultural workers at
risk of exposure to pesticides, such as field workers, crop scouts, and agronomic advisors.
Additionally, individuals certified as a pesticide handler (certified applicator) or certified
crop advisor (crops scouts, and agronomic advisors) are exempt from the training, for
their certification requires a more advanced level of pesticide knowledge (Fults, 2016).
The EPA formulated pesticide use regulations, which would limit the application of
specific pesticides, based on the toxicity level of each pesticide’s active ingredients.
These regulations restrict the use of pesticides to individuals deemed qualified to both
purchase and apply the product. This is demonstrated through competency exams
identifying whether individuals are aware of the risks associated with the use of the
pesticide and how to properly mitigate these risks. Assessments are made every three
years through the attendance of a recertification course. These courses provide updates on
new guidelines, risks, and or procedures that fulfill EPA regulations. In addition to
pesticide use training, the EPA also requires a training course for agricultural workers,
such as field workers or crop scouts, who are at risk of exposure to pesticides (Fults,
2016). These trainings inform employees of the risks associated with the exposure to
pesticides, how to protect themselves from becoming exposed to pesticides, and where
they can access the necessary information for mitigating exposure risks. Information
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consists of such instances as the products used, the rates which each were applied at, the
field locations they were applied, the date time and year they were applied, when the reentry interval (REI) expires (the amount of time before an individual can safely enter a
field, which varies among products), as well as the product applicator/handler name and
their license information (Fults, 2016). These trainings and the information documented
fall within the EPA’s Worker Protection Standards (WPS) and have been subjected to
various research led assessments. These assessments are conducted to not only evaluate
the effectiveness of the training materials, but also evaluate the WPS requirements. There
have been multiple studies conducted assessing the effectiveness of the EPA’s worker
protection standards dating back to 1998 – only 3 years after they were first amended and
6 years after they were implemented.
2.2 – WPS Effectiveness Assessments
In 1998, a North Carolina study assessed the actual number of farm workers who receive
WPS training. This information - obtained through an interview process with 270
Hispanic farm workers - was analyzed and found that approximately one third of the
surveyed population had received pesticide exposure risk training, and only a quarter of
those surveyed had received training within the year they were surveyed (Arcury &
Quandt, 1999). When the respondents were asked where they receive their pesticide
application information, nearly 50% responded that they had no source, and of that 50%,
roughly 25% of them responded that their supervisor was their primary source of
information – 12.5% of the total surveyed. Other alarming facts were that one third of the
respondents were unaware of any of the potential ways one could be exposed to
pesticides, only 10% of respondents could identify the name of any chemical that was
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used on the farm which they worked, and 52.6% of respondents claimed to have never
used personal protection equipment to mitigate their exposure risk (Arcury & Quandt,
1999). Contrary to this research was the assessment of 50 current and former
farmworkers in California’s Salinas Valley, which assessed respondents on pesticide
exposure risk communication received, exposure risk perception, health consequences,
and self-protective exposure barrier use (Cabrera & Leckie, 2009). This assessment conducted through a questionnaire survey - found that approximately 50% of respondents
had at one time or another received some form of pesticide training. Of this 50%, nearly
76% perceived the training as adequately conveying the risks associated with pesticide
exposure – 38% of total respondents (Cabrera & Leckie, 2009). When asked to rank 20
activities based on perceived risk (i.e. riding a motorcycle), pesticide risk exposure
ranked 2nd highest falling just under drinking and driving (Cabrera & Leckie, 2009). It
was also found that roughly 80% of respondents could identify a single chronic illness or
acute illness caused by pesticide exposure, and nearly 60% were able to identify at least 1
of each illness (Cabrera & Leckie, 2009). Even with the substantial amount of risk that
participants associated with pesticide exposure, there was an alarming rate of participants
who did not use proper pesticide exposure mitigation techniques. These techniques
include, but are not limited to, changing clothing before returning home from work or the
practice of washing work clothing separately from other laundry. In fact, it was found
that 100% of respondents did not change their clothing before returning home from work,
with only 54% of respondents changing their clothing upon arriving home, and nearly
25% of respondents not washing their work clothing separately (Cabrera & Leckie,
2009). It has been demonstrated that farm workers are not receiving the necessary
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training in most instances and even though they are familiar with the risks associated with
pesticide exposure, they are not making attempts to mitigate this risk. Due to the lack of
training shown in the 1998 study it’s possible that farmers are not aware of the proper
methods for mitigating their risk to exposure of pesticides. Based on letters personally
written by farmworkers to the EPA, prior to the 2015 WPS amendment, they are not
being provided the information necessary for protecting themselves (Brennan, Economos,
& Salerno, 2015). There are a multitude of excerpts – pulled from these letters indicating this to be true. Such excerpts as the one written by Miguel, in which he writes
“What are these chemicals called? We do not know, because those of us who work in this
type of job do not have access to that type of information” or Rocio, when he states that
he “would like to know the specific pesticides being used and ways to prevent exposure”
(Brennan et al., 2015). This shows that even if farmworkers are aware of their risk of
exposure, if they are not provided with the necessary information - such as the products
applied, when the products were applied, when it is safe to enter a field, and the proper
equipment necessary for entering that field – they cannot successfully protect themselves
from the risk of exposure. This is primal evidence that calls for the development and
implementation of a more informative information source. A source that is not only
accessible at the farm workers convenience, but also contains the information that is vital
to their protection. Currently the training materials are the only aspects of the WPS
standards being accessed and may not be the sole factor accountable for farm worker
exposure to pesticides. The accessibility of information could be a substantial factor, as
pointed out in the farm worker community excerpts above, which may need further
assessment and or development. There has been little research focused around improving
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the database usage for documenting pesticide use, and those which have been developed
and implemented are strictly tabular based, meaning there is no geospatial documentation
or visual representation associated with the data.
2.3 – Pesticide Application Documentation Systems
In 1994, two years after the EPA began formulating Pesticide use regulations/restrictions
- one year before they were amended - the United States Geological Survey (USGS)
department in Washington state decided to attempt development of a GIS system for
documenting the application of pesticides. It abided to the majority of today’s WPS
documentation standards and displayed the information geographically by attributing the
information to a geospatial location using a public land survey system (PLSS) (Schurr,
1994). This system - a significantly advanced product at the time of implementation - had
many caveats including system complexity, lack of field resolution, and limited reporting
functions. It would be considered redundant by today’s standards however, during the
time of implementation precision agriculture was in the introductory phase and therefore
application data was not collected by producers or service providers as it is today.
Although a great concept, the technology limitations during this time period allowed for
nothing more than a complex system, which would not have been accommodating nor
operable by most producers. The system limited its reporting functions to only reporting a
chemical or chemicals used on a field and the quantity at which they were applied.
Producers would have been able to query the rate that the product was applied at, as well
as the individual who applied the pesticide, but this was only achievable when querying
an individual product (Schurr, 1994). Another limiting factor associated with the system
was its inability to report product use at a resolution finer than a PLSS grid format. This
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reporting format restricted producers to reporting on a quarter-quarter grid section, which
limited documentation to a minimum of 40 acres and therefore was not representative of
the actual field location or shape for which the products were applied (Schurr, 1994).
These limiting factors may explain why the system failed to be adopted into the practices
of most agricultural producers.
Similar systems have been developed for pesticide applications regarding spray drift and
natural resource buffer restrictions. One instance of this was a toolset focused on spray
drift, which was developed and published in 2017. The goal of this project was to create
an application that would identify the area around a field that is most probable of seeing
effects from spray drift during pesticide application (Atay & Ayebare, 2017). Issues the
project attempted to overcome were the multiple variables that cause pesticide
application spray drift such as wind direction, wind speed, temperature inversions,
equipment boom height, equipment speed, and spray droplet size. The tool attempted to
utilize this information for calculating how far the product may be carried away from the
target application area and visually display the field spray drift buffer area (Atay &
Ayebare, 2017). The research did an exceptional job of showing how by incorporating
previously developed spray drift algorithms with a GIS, you can successfully develop a
tool for visualizing areas potentially at risk for spray drift. Current research however
lacks a very important aspect, which is the evaluation and assessment of the tool’s
accuracy for predicting spray drift. The toolset proves only that development is
achievable; the project failed to assess the tool’s accuracy. This assessment could have
been achieved through fieldwork in which the researchers would have calculated the tool
analysis immediately prior to an actual pesticide application, replicated the pesticide
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application to the model variables, and then statistically compared the observed area
affected to the predicted spray drift area. Granted our project does not attempt to
document nor reduce spray drift, the mere point is that the project achieved the utilization
of geospatial machine data to produce spatially referenced deliverables for the application
conducted.
An additional, yet separate study was conducted assessing the potential development of a
pesticide management tool in Germany. This was published in the International Society
of Precision Agriculture proceedings in 2014 (Scheiber et al., 2014), and considered
incorporating more of today’s agricultural technologies within a system. This system
would be capable of requisitioning public watershed datasets, - with a focus on natural
resource protection - to create management zones or prescriptions that equipment could
then use for product application. To achieve this task, they needed to include a resource
tracking element which would require the development of a barcode scanning system.
This would allow them to document information specific to each individual product
applied before the application took place. The study assessment found that, within
Germany, the necessary geodata was not consistently available and, additional work
would be necessary to meet the projects requirements. This system, although using
similar precision agriculture and GIS ideologies as the proposed system, did not place
any time sensitivity on the information, and only considered using web-based application
features for information input from individual producers.
Neither of these tools or tool concepts made attempts to reduce reporting latency and
improve communication by utilizing the technologies currently influencing the precision
agriculture industry. Technologies such as the wireless transfer of machine data -
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utilizing cellular networks - to a cloud-based storage system for computational analysis,
thus allowing us to document pesticide use on a per field basis and report application
specifics - adhering to WPS regulations - in a time sensitive fashion.
2.4 – Technical Advances
Precision agriculture is an industry that has been around since the early 1990’s with the
introduction of the first yield monitor. Precision agriculture has made great strides since
the introduction of the first yield monitor, and technological advances have allowed for
automated machine guidance and variable rate product application. It has also brought
forth the ability to capture machine data, product application data, and soil variability
across a producers’ fields on an individual field basis. The industry has currently reached
a significant height of adoption and has started into a phase of emphasizing intricate data
collection practices, along with the transfer of data at high temporal resolutions. In fact a
study conducted across the state of Kansas shows that in 2017, precision agriculture
information collection had been adopted by over 60% of agricultural producers (Miller,
Griffin, Ciampitti, & Sharda, 2019). Additionally, it was shown in a 2015 research study
conducted by the University of Nebraska Lincoln - which surveyed producers across the
state of Nebraska - that 80% of surveyed respondents claimed to manage their own data.
Of the remaining 20% who responded, 40% of these producers indicated that they rely on
a service provider to manage their data – 8% of the total respondents (Cornhusker
Economics Agricultural Economics, 2015). With these significantly high precision
agriculture information collection rates - along with the integration of telematics/cellular
network data transfer technologies - production agriculture is now entering a phase where
data accessibility should no longer be a constraint. One of the biggest advancements
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necessary for a pesticide application documentation and reporting system to function
properly is Real-Time Data Transfer technology. This technology is currently in the
introductory stages of the market and are offered by most equipment manufacturers,
however it is not directly utilized for WPS adherence. It was shown in (Fisher, Woodruff,
Anapalli, & Pinnamaneni, 2018) how data packages sent on two-hour intervals were
received 95% of the time. If pesticide application data were documented and quarriable
on 2-hour intervals, it would be much more informative than the typical end of day
interval commonly seen with current methods. Current documentation processes consist
of an applicator filling out application forms - directly prior to the application - and not
making them accessible until the end of the workday, all of which is an acceptable
practice that adheres to the EPA WPS standards. In Fact WPS only requires that
application information be documented and obtainable at a centralized location within 24
hours after the end of the application (Fults, 2016). By increasing the temporal resolution
of this information accessibility, you are reducing the risk of farm workers potentially
entering an area that had recently received a pesticide application by therefore reducing
the timeframe for which an accidental exposure to the pesticide products can occur.
2.5 – Economic Benefits of Pesticide Use
The adoption of pesticide use within production agriculture has proven to be a costeffective solution to maximizing yields. A cost savings that has almost made it
impossible for producers to not utilize this practice. In fact, in 2005 it was estimated that
without the use of herbicides, the production agriculture industry would sustain an
increased weed control cost of $10 billion dollars, yield losses equivalent to $16 billion
dollars, for a total industry increased yearly production cost of $26 billion dollars (L.
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Gianessi & Reigner, 2006). In 2014 this $10 billion dollar weed control cost would have
only accounted for 76% of the incurred cost that would be experienced across the entire
pesticide use market (Fernandez-Cornejo et al., 2014). From a carbon emissions
standpoint, practices needed to control crop production pests, by means other than
herbicide use - such as extensive tillage - would require the consumption of an extra 1.28
billion liters of fuel per crop season (L. P. Gianessi & Reigner, 2007). For a breakdown
of herbicide usage and estimated yield loss per U.S. crop - resultant from the lack of
herbicide application - refer to Figure 2.5.1 (L. P. Gianessi & Reigner, 2007).
Figure 2.5.Error! No text of specified style in
document.Error! No text of specified style in
Lack of Herbicide
UseImpact
Effectsof(L. Herbicide
P. Gianessi &
document.1
– Economic
Use
Reigner, 2007)

Due to the significant advantages associated with pesticide use practices - more
specifically herbicide use - it is projected that herbicide sales on a global scale are going
to continue to increase beyond the 39% growth rate seen between 2002 and 2011 (L. P.
Gianessi, 2013). During this period, the rate of growth was exceptionally significant
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when considering that between 2008 and 2012 the total U.S. sale of pesticides (herbicide,
insecticide, fungicide,) only comprised 16-18% of the world’s total sales. If we narrow
our view to herbicide sales, the U.S. accounted for 21% of the world’s total herbicide
market (Paisley-Jones, 2017). This demonstrates that even though the U.S. is a major
market for the usage of pesticides, it is a mere fraction of the global pesticide market.
Refer to Figure 2.5.2 for the 2012 total U.S. pesticide sales in direct comparison to the
World pesticide sales.
Figure 2.5.2 – Economic Impact of Pesticide Use

U.S. to World Pesticide Market Expenditures (Paisley-Jones, 2017)
World and U.S. Pesticide Expenditures at Producer Level by Pesticide Type, 2012 Estimates
Year and World Market U.S. Market U.S. Percentage of
Pesticide Type
Millions of $
%

Millions of $

%

World Market

2012
Herbicides/PGR*

24,727

44

5,115

58

21

Insecticides

16,023

29

2,184

25

14

Fungicides

14,565

26

1,430

16

10

Fumigants

606

1

137

2

23

Total

55,921

8,866
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Source: Phillips McDougall, AgriService (2008-2012). (http://phillipsmcdougall.co.uk/agriservice/)Note: Insecticide and
fungicide values include seed treatment uses. Totals may not be exact due to rounding. Table data do not cover wood
preservatives, specialty biocides, chlorine/hypochlorites, vertebrate pesticides or other chemicals used as pesticides (e.g., sulfur
and petroleum oil).
*PGR – Plant Growth Regulator

Source: Phillips McDougall, AgriService (2008-2012). (http://phillipsmcdougall.co.uk/agriservice/)

With the cost savings experienced in production agriculture, it is vital that we ensure the
ability to continue these practices for the sake of industry. It has been demonstrated
earlier - by the rulings in the current Glyphosate lawsuits - that pesticide use is a practice
which if not conducted properly, could result in long term health effects or fatalities. If
we do not mitigate the disadvantages to pesticide use, it may eventually be deemed a
practice that is no longer acceptable for agricultural production. This would prove
significantly costly for the agricultural industry as a whole. The key to ensuring pesticide
use practices is through worker and environmental protection, which relies heavily on
information accessibility.
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CHAPTER 3 – GOALS AND OBJECTIVES
3.1 – Goals
This project is in response to addressing the current pesticide use documentation and
reporting systems. These systems do not provide the necessary information, required for
the protection of agricultural workers from exposure to pesticides, in an acceptable time
frame. Current systems operate using a procedure in which pesticide applicators
document the application information on tabular forms - directly prior to the application and then fail to make these forms accessible in a centralized database until the end of the
workday. This current system is an acceptable procedure that adheres to the EPA WPS
standards, for WPS only requires that application information be documented and
obtainable at a centralized location within 24 hours after the application concludes (Fults,
2016). During this period farm workers experience an information accessibility gap - up
to 24 hours - meaning their only means of acquiring the necessary information for their
safety is through a direct communication chain. This consists of either calling the
applicator directly or contacting their direct supervisor who would then have to contact
the applicator or application service provider. This process not only creates an
information accessibility gap, but also greatly lends itself to being susceptible to the error
risks associated with human nature. In the instance that a producer hires a third-party
custom application service provider to spray his fields the system procedures change in
that the service provider must provide a series of information to the agricultural employer
(producer) prior to the application taking place. It is then up to the producer to inform all
individuals – who may potentially enter the field – of the estimated application, and the
specifics of that application. This information consists of the products, product epa #,
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product active ingredients, location description, estimated start time and end time (± 1
hour of the end time), notification type, and any additional label requirements for worker
protection (Fults, 2016). However this system, which puts higher emphasis on
notification timeliness, does not require a record in a centralized database any earlier than
the previously mention 24 hr time period, and is still a significant worker exposure risk
due to the reliance of notification through use of a communication chain with many links
(I.e., the producer is notified by the service provider and then he personally has to notify
all individuals who may enter the field). Due to this, our goal was to improve upon the
pesticide application documentation and notification process, to further mitigate the risks
of pesticide exposure for producers, farm works, and field scouts.
3.2 – Objectives
The overall objective of this project was to derive a system that would improve upon
current procedures by; reducing the number of pieces in the communication chain for
information accessibility, decrease the time constraints associated with information
accessibility, and significantly mitigate the risk of error from human nature through use
of automation. To achieve this objective, we would have to create sub objectives for the
project consisting of accessibility by all producers, farm workers, and crop scouts from
any location – with internet or cellular network connectivity – between the office and the
field; and capabilities of providing the required information in a format that was
discernable by all individuals – utilizing geographic information system (GIS) formats
and tabular formats. Lastly, it would need to adhere to the WPS standards required by the
EPA, including not only the application specifics but also all information pertaining to
the products used, the individual or individuals who applied the products, and the
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individuals who may potentially enter the location where the pesticides were applied.
Achieving these objectives would require the obtaining access to third-party API’s for
data acquisition, the development implementation of GIS processes and software libraries
– to adequately portray application locations, implementing database management
procedures – to securely store the required information, pesticide application equipment
outfitted with wireless data transfer capabilities, and obtaining access to web hosting
services for delivery of our system to the end user.
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CHAPTER 4 – MATERIALS AND METHODS
4.1 – Overview
Precision agriculture technologies have advanced at a significantly fast rate over the past
decade, as demonstrated in (Cornhusker Economics Agricultural Economics, 2015)
which shows that only 12% of surveyed Nebraska producers are not collecting
information on their production facilities. Utilizing wireless data transfer technologies
through cellular networks, will allow for information accessibility at a considerably faster
rate. This will be achieved by utilizing 4G, or soon to be 5G, cellular coverage obtained
through Modular Telematics Gateways. These connect directly to agricultural equipment
providers cloud-based data storage services, which offer readily available access to
necessary machine data application information. These cloud-based services, although
previously proprietary, have made extreme progressive movements towards machine
brand compatibility. This has been demonstrated by cooperation through data
consortiums allowing for software development ("JohnDeereADAPTPlugins," 2021), as
well as data sharing capabilities between manufacturer cloud storage systems
(Deere&Company, 2019). These cloud-based services will be leveraged by developing an
application, accessible through an internet browser-based platform, as well as a thirdparty database system providing vital safety information associated with individual
pesticides. This could be accomplished through use of a machine data acquisition service
(MDAS) API that is readily available as a moderated open-source package, along with a
third-party products database API package. This project will be utilizing the MDAS to
provide users the ability to document, visually display, and notify any field workers,
associated with a particular farm, who are potentially at risk of exposure to pesticides.
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Figure 4.1.1 – Spray-Safely System Overview

To determine what workers are at potential risk of exposure, the system needed to
incorporate a database that would maintain all necessary field worker information. This
includes who has received EPA WPS training and the farm each worker is associated
with. The system would likely require security access permission granting options, which
would allow producers to extend account access to service providers who custom apply
pesticides on their production facilities, as well as crop scouts who provide agronomic
advising services. However, given the current integration with the MDAS, this was able
to be handled primarily by utilizing the security settings present within MDAS user
account. If the Spray-Safely application is to incorporate the ability to receive pesticide
application datasets from additional equipment manufacturers, it is at this point that a
security access management process will need to be implemented into the Spray-Safely
application.
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4.2 – Application Frontend Design
Upon entering the design phase of this project, the application frontend was created prior
to moving into the design and development of the backend. This appeared to be the most
logical method, such that backend deliverables required could be identified and the
program developed to provide those deliverables. By designing the frontend first, the
informational needs provided by the backend could be more easily and successfully
identified.
The first step of frontend design was identifying the key pieces of information the user
would need to have access to. These focused heavily on the EPA’s WPS requirements
which consisted of the name of the pesticide products applied, the active
ingredient/ingredients of each product, the EPA registration number for each product, and
a return entry interval (REI) for the product mix applied. The REI was represented by the
longest interval of the products in the product mixture, the crop or site treated, the
location and description of the treated area, and the dates & times for which the pesticide
application started and ended (Fults, 2016). Additionally, the system would need to be
convenient for the end user; whether that be the producer, applicator, or crop scout, and
therefore could not rely on 100% user entry if it were going to be a convenient toolset.
Due to the necessary convenience factor, significant effort was directed towards
automating as many data acquisition features as possible. The system would also need to
handle instances allowing the user to either manually input application information or
update previously acquired information. Specifically, if a third-party custom pesticide
applicator service provider were to use this toolset and would therefore need user options
for documenting the application before any machine data would be available to the
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automated documentation process. This would require a method for the frontend to
initiate a call on the backend, thus initiating the automated acquisition process, as well as
enable user input options into the frontend that could then post to the backend data
storage system.
In addition to user input features, the application would also need to incorporate dataset
management features which producers were already accustomed to, such as those being
utilized in other non-WPS centric software packages. By incorporating features that the
user would be familiar with, it would in turn reduce the learning curve necessary to
successfully operate the application. These features included providing a visual display of
the information utilizing geospatial toolsets, along with a data management tree utilizing
a farm, fields, application formatting structure. These features would allow the user to
quickly navigate to a specific dataset, by expanding the desired directories within the
management tree and selecting an available dataset, which would then automatically
navigate the user to the geospatial location in the mapping window. Here the user could
then visually identify the location where the application was conducted, while
maintaining the ability to click on the dataset feature, displayed on the map, and activate
a popup window which provided the application information specifics. One of the main
reasons for utilizing geospatial features is that even if the field worker is not familiar with
the naming protocols utilized by the producer, they can still identify fields and areas to
avoid. This was achieved by using the application features displayed in the mapping
window, along with adjacent physical features, apparent in the underlying aerial imagery
basemap, to identify a general location the pesticide application was conducted.
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After identifying the information needs, I then had to determine which platform type was
going to best serve the information requirements of the end user. This consisted of what
platform type would best lend itself to user accessibility and feature development. On one
hand, a mobile device application would provide both office and field user accessibility
options as well as offline use; however, it would then be limited to the mobile device’s
operating system software for which it was developed. This meant that accessibility
across mobile platforms, as a mobile device application, would have to be developed as
an IOS and Android compatible application. This could be achieved using a multitude of
available software development kits (SDK’s) such as React Native, Flutter, or Xamarin
which are cross compatible for the two most common mobile device operating systems
(OS), in addition to the Windows OS. By developing in any of these platforms it meant
that regular updates to the developed system would be necessary, and those updates
would be solely based on the updates that each mobile device OS provider decided to
push out. Because of this, a better route for development would be an internet browserbased software application, which would only require updates for a single browser, if one
were compatible across both IOS, Android, and Windows. After researching browsers
and what they had to offer, I decided that utilizing google chrome as my preferred
platform for my application development would be best. This decision was based on
chrome being utilized by 66% of market users in November 2020 ("Browser & Platform
Market Share,"), and also being compatible with IOS, Android, Windows, MacOS, and
Linux operating systems.
Knowing that the system frontend was going to be utilizing an internet browser as its
primary graphical user interface (GUI), the platform would be limited to using HTML5
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for interface formatting and structure and CSS3 for styling needs and then either java or
javascript for adding functionality within the application. Given that the application was
going to require GIS capabilities, it was quickly determined that not only was javascript
going to be the most economical solution due to its open-source software format, but it
was also going to be the most compatible solution for achieving the predetermined GIS
requirements.
Now that the platform of choice had been determined, and the adjoining software
languages that would be necessary for a build completion, I needed to determine how to
best ensure interoperability between the three required software packages (HTML5,
CSS3, & JavaScript) and how to best manage this. It was eventually determined that
bootstrap was going to best suit these needs not only due to its ability to manage
interoperability between these languages, but also the integrated development
environment (IDE) that they offered in addition. With no prior familiarity with the
HTML and CSS libraries, it was determined that the IDE could serve as a mediator when
attempting to learn the syntax and procedures associated with these libraries. At the time
of purchase, Bootstrap Studio was offered as a free IDE software, with the options of free
or one-time purchased versions as required when utilizing for the development of a
commercial application. Due to the application derived from this project having the
potential to move into a commercialized application, a copy of bootstrap studio was
purchased.
The last piece of design that needed to be addressed was the geospatial library package
that would best fit the needs for displaying data. With web browser interfaces, there are
several open-source library packages focused on geospatial web mapping services such
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as ArcGIS Javascript – by ESRI, OpenLayers, D3 Javascript, and Leaflet Javascript.
There are advantages and caveats to each library in that some are easier to work with than
others, while others offer different features than their competitor. A combination of the
leaflet and ESRI libraries were selected for this application development. The leaflet
library was chosen due to the features that it offered, the extensive documentation
available for the library, and the ability to not only display information but also offer
users the ability to create features such as field boundaries. This library would serve as
the primary framework for application development, while utilizing the ESRI library for
providing the basemap services. The ESRI library was chosen for basemap services due
to it having the most recent and frequently updated aerial imagery available from an
open-source web mapping service. It should be noted that ESRI does not offer all
services in an open-source format, such as hosting feature layers, however they currently
offer their javascript library APIs with general basemap datasets in an open-source
format.
4.3 – Application Frontend Development
After working through the design process for the application frontend, project
development proceeded. The first key to developing the application interface was to
understand the html and css syntax, in addition to identifying the specific programming
processes that would allow operability across devices utilizing differing screen sizes.
One of the most beneficial parts of the Bootstrap Studio IDE was that it incorporated
these processes into the program, which made it easier to understand. This was due in
part to being able to design the individual layout and features, and then preview these
designs in the browser by utilizing the built-in preview option. This preview option
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created a virtual hosting service for a website interface on the local network you were
currently connected to by hosting it on a dedicated port on your local network. Thus,
when wanting to view the current layout formatting and functionality of the developed
website, it could be accessed by typing the internet protocol (IP) address and the
specified port number into a browser address bar, which was automated with a design
preview button in the bootstrap studio ide. This feature allowed the application site to not
only be accessible on the development computer, but when physically typed into the
address it was also accessible by any machine (I.e., computer or mobile device)
connected to the local network. Contrary to this, one could view an individual website
layout by simply opening an html document containing html code specific to the desired
layout, appearance, and functionality in a web-browser program. However, by utilizing
this method instead of a virtual hosting service on the local network, it was not possible
to call to or load another html webpage utilizing functionality developed into the
previously opened html file. This is due to the supplementary html files not being
accessible on the network. Bootstrap studio however is not the only solution to webpage
testing on a local network. Other alternatives found were the utilization of node server.js,
and later an implementation of python flask utilizing a python virtual environment on a
raspberry pi 4. The node.js service was used for the majority of the frontend
development, and the process for setting up node.js can be found in appendix A. This
documents the installation of node.js – www.phoenixnap.com, installation of
browsersync – www.browsersync.io/#install, and the code generated to run a simple
virtual hosting server from the windows command line.
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After becoming familiar with the html formatting syntax and the css styling syntax,
notepad ++ was found to be more efficient to write the necessary program code, rather
than the bootstrap studio ide. Efficiency was reduced when developing in the bootstrap
studio platform, due to most all features and formatting requiring input box entries and or
dropdown menu selections. Development proceeded more rapidly by skipping the
dropdown selections and physically typing parameters into a line or lines of code. This
however requires knowledge of the specific classes and functions that are available to call
from the bootstrap library within your code, and the parameters required for proper
functionality.
GUI interface development started by focusing on the main page that a user would access
their information. This page would consist of a mapping window that displays the
geolocation of the applications that had taken place, a measuring tool which would allow
the user to determine proximity of applications to adjoining fields, a management tree to
display all farms and fields that a recent application had taken place, and feature toolsets
allowing user input. With the number of features that were going to be built into this
webpage, it meant that there was going to be a complex structure required to ensure that
everything worked properly. This included, dividers nested in containers, containers
nested in column and row formatted dividers, dropdown menus, collapsible containers,
and nested textboxes, buttons, icons, and links, along with modals – similar to desktop
dialog pop-up windows. The key to making this work was the bootstrap library and more
specifically the flexbox functionality it possessed. Bootstrap’s flexbox functionality is a
powerful library feature with a multitude of different configurations. This provides all the
necessary options for a developer to create a graphical user interface without having to
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develop a different version for each different screen size ratio that may be utilized to
view the website application. By utilizing flexboxes, you can ensure that an application
will be displayed proportionally to the screen size for which it is being displayed on,
regardless of the device, and all formatting will be adjusted accordingly. This can create
some issues in that you would not want to utilize a phone. For example, viewing an
application that was designed for use on a desktop computer (I.e., a 1920x1080 or
2560x2048 pixel screen size) on a mobile phone with 375x667 pixel screen. The font
sizes would be nearly unreadable on the smaller screen if the developer did not keep this
in mind when developing the application. Fortunately, flexboxes allow development
around these instances in that they not only provide the ability to expand and shrink the
webpage features, dependent upon the screen size, but also allow for the developer to set
minimum and maximum amounts for which they can be adjusted. This consists of either
hardcoding the pixel sizes into the feature, setting these values to ‘none’ status which
puts no limitations on the feature, or setting them to a percentage of the container or
divider that they are contained within. Additionally, you can put minimum and
maximum limitations on font sizes and images/icons to adjust with the flexbox
containers.
Functionality for the webpage was handled by a series of javascript files that were
obtained upon loading the html file for the desired webpage. This file, in the instance of
the usermain page, handles all button functionality by expanding or collapsing any dropdown menus when clicked. For instance, the main user webpage contains a single button
which when clicked expands to offer two additional buttons. These additional buttons
then expand further, offering a list of features that can be selected (e.g., the measuring
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tool) as well as a farm management tree. The farm manager tree displayed the farms,
fields, and applications that were associated with the currently logged-in user. From
there, the user could select an application and navigate to the field without having to
physically pan across the map to the desired field for inspection. To populate this farm
tree, the javascript file must parse a geojson file (pulled in from the backend upon
webpage load) and then build the structure for this feature. As the geojson information is
being parsed utilizing a programming loop, the management tree is being updated by the
javascript code, which takes the parsed values and inputs them into an object in memory,
adds the predefined html formatting and css styling, and then inserts this object into the
html webpage structure. The information pertaining to each individual management tree
container and the functoriality available, was all stored in a temporary chrome browser
memory location on the user’s local device when the webpage is accessed. When the user
utilizes functionality requiring application specific information, the program then goes
out to this memory location and retrieves the requested information. This information is
initially retrieved from the backend server in a geojson format when the webpage is
loaded, and is then stored to the user’s local machine memory.
Additional options contained in the farm management tree were four buttons that allowed
the user to input application information. These four buttons were comprised of adding a
farm, a field, a boundary, and a pesticide application, respectively. All buttons open
modal windows, displayed over top of the current webpage, containing the necessary user
input features to capture the desired information. Modals are essentially windows or
dialog boxes that popup and display over the current webpage, thus deactivating all
webpage content and functionality, to draw the users focus (Juviler, 2021). Modals were
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used in this application development due to their ability to display a user input window
without having to navigate to separate a webpage. This web development element
reduced the amount of user wait-time when navigating between the user input window
and the original webpage. This reduced load time is resultant from not having to navigate
away from the original webpage and therefore it does not have to completely reload after
user input has been obtained. Instead, the webpage can be updated with the nearly
acquired information by utilizing the javascript code operating the modal functionality.
User convenience was heavily considered when developing any application user input
functionality. This meant developing a user input process that did not require the user to
close one modal in order to access another. For instance, if the user wanted to add an
application, yet the field that the pesticides were applied to was not in the system as a
dropdown selection, the user could activate an addition button that would navigate the
user to add the new field input window and then automatically navigate back to the
application window to continue where they had left off. This process would allow the
user to maximize convenience in that they don’t have to close the application window,
open the field input window, close the field input window, and then open the application
input window to a blank slate. This process was adopted across all user input modal
windows, whenever there was a drop-down selection element utilized for information
capture.
After the information was obtained into memory, it then had to be stored in a database
that would reside on the backend webhosting server. Communication between the two
would require the use of declaring the containers for the data input as forms. When
utilizing the forms class for working with dividers and containers, it allows the program
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to easily connect to the backend code for transmitting and receiving information between
the two sources. These transfers are conducted utilizing POST and GET methods across
the http protocol. The application backend design was necessary to store the user input
information in the backend databases. Due to data acquisition requirements on the
backend, the site would have to be publicly accessible and therefore require security
walls before moving forward with backend development. Thus a webpage main was built
that contained login features in addition to a login page that would refuse any access to
the website beyond the main page and login page. Given that the login page would also
contain a link to creating an account with this application, it seemed appropriate to
develop and format the login page and then disable the create account feature by
deactivating the create event button. By disallowing any site visitors from creating an
account, the visitors would not have an active login and therefore would not be able to
access any software application features. Additionally, to allow for a user to successfully
login, the backend would need to be developed for user account information storage and
retrieval/access confirmation.
For the project proof of concept the backend was going to focus heavily on the data
acquisition portion, therefore the procedures necessary for storing user information from
the front end would be limited to the login procedure only. Instead, the backend would
provide the geojson data – in a json data format – necessary for displaying the pesticide
application information, which would be acquired from the MDAS.
After the backend was in place, the frontend then needed to acquire this geojson data
from the backend and parse it to a variable. This was achieved using the javascript
language upon the loading of the userMain webpage. Once this information was obtained
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it could then be parsed to a local variable and this local variable would then be used to
not only create the management tree structure, but also for working with the leaflet
javascript library package.
The leaflet javascript library package is an open-source geographic information system
(GIS) toolset used to carry out the necessary mapping features. The tools within this
library package allowed me to easily work with the geojson data and display this on the
webpage map with different feature styling, functionality, and information accessibility.
The development consisted of building the map, building and appending the various –
basemap & pesticide application features – layers, creating a popup – with a link to the
modal for viewing product tankmix information – for each layer, and creating the
panning functionality for the management tree. In order to create GIS functionality for
multiple features within the webpage, generic javascript procedures – capable of
receiving differing parameter values – were required. These procedures would then be
called when an eventListener was triggered, which not only called the procedure but
obtained the parameter values and passed them to the procedure arguments.
4.4 – Application Backend Design
After designing the frontend and identifying the frontend information needs, the next step
was to start designing the backend. But before moving into the backend design phase, the
data acquisition API’s and the backend requirements for accessing them needed to be
accounted for. First and foremost, before any machine data could be acquired, the
backend would require compatibility with the OAuth2 access protocols. OAuth2 is an
authentication protocol used by the MDAS API to securely share information across the
web. The process for obtaining access to a server using OAuth authentication involves a
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series of calls between the two servers to obtain and authenticate an access and refresh
token. After acquiring the access token, the submission of this token must be included
whenever a data request is conducted. In most cases the developer is required to build this
authentication process into their backend, however since our backend would not be
utilizing these protocols to provide datasets to our frontend, and would only be utilizing it
for data acquisition, our backend did not require its own OAuth authentication
framework. Instead, it would only require a design that offered compatibility with the
authentication protocols that our third-party API had built into their system. This would
include the proper call structure development and a database to store these access tokens
for future data acquisition. Additionally, a product information acquisition service (PIAS)
API, that the project would be connecting to with future work, would require the use of a
hash-based message authentication code (HMAC) authentication process. The HMAC
authentication process, though different from the OAuth authentication in many ways,
operates utilizing a similar process in which secret keys (access tokens) are being
exchanged between servers to obtain access to the datasets hosted on the API Server.
This authentication process would also need to be included when making decisions
throughout the backend design.
The backend for this program was going to be heavily focused on data acquisition and
data storage, so a great deal of the design process entailed the design of the database
structure, attributes, attribute data types, tables, table structure, and the necessity of
relationships between these databases and tables. When designing a database, there are
many considerations that must be accounted for, other than the pieces of information that
are going to be stored. For instance, one must consider how the data pieces should be
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stored, the format they should be stored in, if a single database or multiple databases are
necessary, how these databases are related and if any relationships need to be created
between them, if the data should be stored in a single table or broken down into
subsequent tables, how the information stored in each table may overlap one another, and
if a relationship needs to be created between tables to avoid data duplication.
Additionally, one must also consider the amount of information that will be stored in the
databases, what database types will accommodate these needs, and where these databases
will be housed.
The database design for this project was going to require an ability to store pesticide
application information, user account information, and pesticide product information.
When deciding whether this information should reside in a single database or multiple
databases, it was decided that the systems should utilize three separate databases, with the
option of a fourth database for user product storage. This was due to a clear distinction
between the datasets, and because they would most likely be accessed from automation
processes that would be running separately across the backend. This was the most logical
route due to some of this information not being user account specific and would therefore
be accessed by all user accounts operating on the software platform. For instance, all
product information – which would need to be acquired from a third-party api, would be
available for every user account operating on our software application. Additionally, by
using separate databases it provided scalability options, in the event of
commercialization, allowing individual databases to be created per user or account
organization for the information specific to that account. This also would be necessary
when deciding what database type to use and where it would be housed, for there are
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often limitations on the amount of information that can be stored in an individual
database. After deciding on the overall structure design, the table structures themselves
had to be designed. However, before this could be fully completed, the data acquisition
service api requirements had to be considered. This information would be vital to
ensuring full functionality between the api service and pesticide application
documentation software and would therefore need to be identified before designing the
database specifics.
The MDAS API provided a full documentation series for working with their services,
along with subsequent sample code snippets to get started with the service. After
combing through the documentation, it was determined that not all offered procedural
calls were going to be necessary for our project, but a large subset would be required.
These calls included the initial authorization call, service provider account organization
information, farms information attributed to the account organization, and the field
information attributed to each farm. Additionally, the user could belong to multiple
organizations within the service providers system and therefore our databases would need
to be capable of storing this information structure for multiple instances. The API service
provider also offered a data subscription service, which is similar to a webhook in that it
would call out to our backend to inform us of changes within the user’s account on the
data acquisition services system. This feature would also require data storage to ensure
proper operation with the MDAS. In all, the MDAS functionality would require the
storage of the access level requested, the access token and refresh token, the token
expiration, the organization identification number, the organization name, the
organization type, the farm name and farm identification number, the field name and field
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identification number, the subscription token, subscription client key, subscription
identification number, subscription name, subscription filters, and in the instance that
application data was obtained it would also need to be able to store the application dataset
identification number. Additionally, this information would not only need to be stored,
but stored in a way that when recalling the information, the system would be able to
determine how it was interconnected. For instance, the program would be able to
determine which fields belong with a specific farm, and a farm to a specific organization,
and the organization to a specific user account. From here the program would require the
ability to identify which user account a specific subscription service call is regarding,
based on the subscription service information, and where the application dataset should
be stored. For this reason, primary keys within our databases and tables were going to be
a necessity to establish relationships between the database entries.
In all there would be the need for 3 – 4 databases to serve the needs of a single user
account, with one database being account specific. This would consist of an Applications
database, a User Information database, a Products database – to store product information
acquired from the PIAS, and a User Product database – to store individual product
information input by the user. The Application database would consist of three
interconnected tables storing information pertaining to the applicator, a WPS instructor,
and the application specifics. The User information database would consist of five
interconnected tables storing information for a farm, a field, a MDAS organization, a
Spray-Safely organization, and the user’s Spray-Safely account. The PIAS products
database would consist of 4 interconnected tables storing information pertaining to the
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product, the products active ingredients, the product WPS requirements, and the
documents available for the product.
The user account Products database would consist of two interconnected tables to store
individual products that a user manually enters. The first table would be a product table
storing product specific information and would be connected to the User Information
database, as well as the active ingredients table which would store the ingredients for the
product. Individual table structures, along with relationships between and within the
databases can be found in Appendix B.
Due to the vast amount of information that was needing to be stored along with the
complexity of the relationships required to store this information, it was decided that a
feature rich database program would be a necessity. For this reason, the decision between
which database program would sufficiently meet our needs was between either MySQL
or Oracle. Both database systems are widely used by some of the largest technology
companies to date and would meet the storage and scalability needs for the application
software, which meant that the final decision would depend on the total cost of use and
where they could be implemented. Two of the biggest factors in software cost was the
initial license cost to operate the software and the cost to house the software on a server.
It was for these reasons that MySQL was favored, given that it is a free database software
package and therefore the only cost would be the cost to host the databases. Before
MySQL could be deemed the primary database frame for the application, the hosting
service options needed to be assessed to determine if MySQL or Oracle was going to be
an easily deployable framework.
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When considering a hosting location for the required databases, the first two locations
that were assessed where Amazon’s AWS and Microsoft’s Azure. Both services offered
options for MySQL database deployments utilizing their built-in deployment tools.
Additionally, both AWS and Azure offered subsequent database options such as
PostgreSQL, MariaDB – open-source program, and SQL Server. In the end, Oracle
would be an option on either of these cloud storage systems, however due to no built in
deployment tools it would require securing server space and then physically
deploying/implementing the oracle software on the server. For this reason, it was decided
that MySQL would be the primary database program, but as to which service would be
used depended solely on the cost of the service. Both the AWS and Azure services
offered a free 12-month trial subscription; however, AWS was the only service that was
moderately easy to determine a potential cost, moving beyond the trial subscription
period. With the AWS service, the cost for the databases was going to be $435 per year
for the MySQL instances when utilizing the sole on-demand option and only $277 per
year when paying an upfront fee in conjunction with an on-demand rate. This would
secure a 20gb storage limitation, with pricing options available if needing to scale up.
Unfortunately, Azure’s pricing was not as straight forward and therefore service costs
weren’t as easily estimated. In the end the azure service was going to be roughly in the
same cost range as AWS, however a cost estimate with a high confidence level was not
able to be determined. Due to these costs associated with a MySQL database deployment,
it was decided that the database development and procedural testing would be completed
utilizing a raspberry pi 4. This cost was much more affordable and was not subject to
annual rates. This would however require the Raspberry Pi 4 hardware, which could be
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purchased for $90, and a database software that could be easily deployed, yet compatible
with MySQL, in the instance that a MySQL database could not be deployed on the
device. Eventually it was determined that in the instance that a MySQL compatible
database option were needed, the SQLite or a MariaDB instance would suffice and would
not require any additional costs.
In the next section you will see that the raspberry pi 4 development platform was a
successful development option, however it would not suffice for the development of the
entire backend. Additional options were eventually needed, and it was decided that
GoDaddy would not only provide the most effective solution but an all-in-one solution to
boot. By utilizing the GoDaddy service, the project was able to obtain a 3 year .com
Domain registration, as well as a 1year Linux hosting service with cPanel, utilizing a
shared server, for around $50. Included in the hosting service was up to 10 MySQL
databases, limited to 1gb each, 100gb of server storage, with a 250,000 file limitation,
infinite sub-domains, an email account for 1 year, 50 FTP accounts, up to 115 processing
instances, a physical memory of 512mb, and daily backup assurance. After the first year,
all these services could be maintained, minus the email account, for $108 annually. An
email account utilizing the .com domain registration would cost an additional $8 per
month. Scalability options were also available in the instance that any of the current
service package features were not able to meet your needs, and or if the shared server
storage was needing to be transferred to a virtual server instance to provide more user
management control over the server.
The last design piece was determining what main framework languages would be needed
to ensure a successful backend development. SQL had already been determined due to
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the database type that had been chosen, however the main language package for
developing the backend framework had not been discussed. Python Flask was chosen as
the main framework language due to its ability to carry out the MySQL instances,
compatibility with the MDAS and PIAS, and the comfortability that the developer had
with the language due to prior experience. Additionally, the python language provided
multiple library instances for working with GIS processes. These processes would be
required to derive a geospatial location, using the datasets obtained from the MDAS, to
be sent to the frontend for visual representation of the pesticide application. The only
downside to the python language utilizing the flask package, was the lack of debug
functions that would be available throughout the backend development phase.
4.5 – Application Backend Development
4.5.1 – Development Platform Setup

To develop the backend for this project, the first requirement was securing a location for
housing the development. When designing the backend, it was determined that a
raspberry pi 4 was going to serve this locational need. To get the raspberry pi operational,
the Raspbian operating system was installed on an SD card, install the card once loaded,
and go through step-by-step operating system configuration procedure. After this, the
preloaded version of python was upgraded to the latest stable version of python3.8, the
pip version was upgraded to the most current version as well. This allowed the creation of
a virtual environment of the python 3.8 to serve as our backend. After this virtual
environment was created, the virtual environment needed to be activated and then the
necessary libraries installed. After the virtual environment had been loaded with the
necessary libraries, we could then call a pre-developed file, supplied by the MDAS with
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their sample code, to start the flask service. The step-by-step procedure can be found on
the MDAS github sample code page ("MyJohnDeereAPI-OAuth2-Python-Example,"
2020), with the necessary library packages required for the backend python flask
environment being located in appendix C.
Next was the setup of a second raspberry pi, for the databases, utilizing MariaDB as the
database program. MariaDB was chosen as the development framework because it was
the most similar to MySQL, and would make for an easy conversion when moving to a
MySQL deployment. This required the development of a virtual environment of
python3.8 and the installation of the flask and mariadb-server libraries. Fortunately, this
was not a novice process and therefore a great step-by-step procedure was located online.
This step-by-step article provides a detailed walk-through for setting up and deploying
the mariadb-server process. This procedure can be found on the PiMyLifeUp website
(Emmet).
After getting the two flask programs setup and operational, the backend development
could begin. First and foremost, to head off potential issues when developing the MDAS
connection, the program would need to be able to store the necessary authentication
information to ensure accessibility when making an MDAS request. To accomplish this,
the program was structured in a way that individual procedures could be called, which
would return a sql query string for a specific task needing to be carried out on the
database server. This included table management procedures such as creating tables,
deleting tables, entry insertion into tables, querying table entry records & specific
attribute values within an entry, and updating specific attributes for an entry in a table.
Additionally, universal procedures were also necessary to carry out specific tasks relating
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to the database such as creating a connection and then returning this connection object, as
well as carrying out query processes such as creating an entry with values passed as
arguments. Some of these queries were developed to return the same attribute values as
another, however when queried they are utilizing different parameter values to acquire
these attribute values. This creates universal database compatibility across different
acquisition processes, which do not have the same key values available for querying as
another process may have.
The raspberry pi setup worked exceptionally well when developing the necessary
database procedures vital to the backend functionality. By utilizing the raspberry pi
configuration, it provided the ability to test functionality of the database system.
Functionality consisting of not only data storage and querying, but also the ability to
connect and transfer data between two server instances. In the instance of the
development of the MDAS procedures, the raspberry pi did not prove as useful. Due to
the MDAS authentication requirements, the raspberry pi configuration would not be a
suitable development platform. This was due to the inability to access the flask
application from a device operating on a network other than the local network, which the
flask program was hosted on. This limitation prevented the MDAS API server from being
able to return an authentication token, which would be necessary for acquiring access to
the MDAS API. Overcoming this obstacle would require a hosting location with external
internet accessibility. For the raspberry pi to meet this requirement, the project would
either need to acquire an external ip address, dedicated to this service, or initiate port
forwarding on the local network. Due to the project team having no experience with
either of these methods or a full understanding of all the steps that would be involved, it
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decided to move forward with a hosting service instance, given the eventual need for this
service when conducting beta testing in future work.
Godaddy’s domain and hosting services, in this instance, offered all the resources that the
project was requiring, and at a significantly cost-effective rate of $50 for a year’s worth
of development capabilities – see chapter 4.4 for project hosting rates starting in the
second year. This service offered the required hosting capabilities and accessibility;
however a simple transition could not be obtained on a shared server with lack of root
access. Root access in many instances is required for the installation of certain
programming libraries. Given that the .com domain was also purchased from the hosting
service provider, setting up the hosting service was essentially completed by the service
provider, with all questions and issues solved in a reasonably simplistic manner through
communication with their technical support team. As for the python flask environment
installation, this required installing python 3.8 manually using Linux DOS commands.
The hosting service utilized cPanel software for its GUI, which offered a setup wizard for
creating a python application, however this could not provide the python 3.8 version at
the time of this build. Instead, the python 3.8 version had to be installed and configured
manually, which proved successful after locating a step-by-step install process in an
online article (Ben, 2020). This step-by-step process utilizes the putty software program,
to connect to the hosting service from your local computer, to carry out all the installation
procedures. To achieve a successful connection between the hosting service and local pc,
utilizing the putty software program, you must enable ssh access on the hosting server
("Enable SSH for my Linux Hosting account," 2021). This requires turning on ssh access
on the server, locating the server ip address, as well as your server FTP username and
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password (i.e., credentials used to access the cPanel GUI) ("Connect to my Linux
Hosting account with SSH (Secure Shell)," 2021). After you have enabled ssh access and
entered the proper information into your putty program, you can then utilize the putty
program or cPanel Terminal to carry out the commands from the python installation blog
article (Ben, 2020). Note that during this installation process it makes mention to modify
a file before installation and to “Uncomment the lines about SSL, and give the correct
path to SSL”, this step was not conducted due to a lack of SSL certificate acquisition at
this time (Ben, 2020). After installing python and setting up a virtual environment to
serve the flask hosting program, the project then required the ability to launch the flask
environment each time the domain was visited. With the raspberry pi this was not an
issue because you could it only had one flask instance running at a time and it was
manual started; however, running this instance each time the webpage was visited could
not be achieved utilizing a manual flask environment activation. Instead, the server would
need to be able to activate the flask environment each time the webpage was visited, call
the proper processes to load & return the webpage, and then deactivate the flask
environment process instance. This could be achieved by setting up a cgi instance for
each python virtual environment. This process can be found in the second half of the
online blog article (Ben, 2020). When utilizing this method there were issues getting the
necessary libraries using the ‘wget’ procedures, this is believed to have been caused by a
lack of root access on the server. To accommodate for these errors, the necessary
software packages were downloaded on a local pc and uploaded to a ‘tobeinstall’ folder
created on the server. The install process was then carried out using the process outlined
at the end of Step2 in the blog article. Note that later in the development, it was found
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that by updating to the ‘app.cgi’ file, installed and setup at the end of blog article step 3,
by removing the lines ‘environ[‘REQUEST_METHOD’] = “GET”’ and
‘environ[‘QUERY_STRING’] = ””’ allowed the program to post data from the frontend
such as the login information (refer to figure 4.5.1).
Figure 4.5.1– ‘app.cgi’ File Content Removals

The ‘app.cgi’ file contents, from the installation process, limited server calls to ‘GET’
calls only and therefore would not allow the frontend to ‘POST’ any user input
information to the server processes. One major downside to using the cgi framework to
run the python flask environment is the lack of debug functionality throughout the
development. This was alleviated by writing a debug procedural call that created a
writable debug file and then returned it as an object variable to the calling procedure.
Once this file object was received by the calling procedure the developer could then write
information to the file throughout the procedural process, as a reference file for
debugging problematic areas within the code.
After getting the hosting service server setup and operational, with a virtual python flask
environment, a separate instance was installed in the subdomain portion, dedicated to the
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MDAS process, of the file structure. Adding a subdomain to the hosting service was
accomplished by accessing the cPanel Administrator, clicking on the subdomain icon –
located under domains, inputting the desired subdomain name, and clicking create. The
cPanel tool automatically sets up the root structure to be a sub-directory within your
domain structure. This directory can then be located within the ‘public_html’ file
structure, which houses the domain structure. For installing the second virtual
environment, you can just copy the ‘cgi-bin’ folder and ‘.htaccess’ file into the
subdomain structure, and then edit the ‘.htaccess’ file and update the code to point to the
‘app.cgi’ file in the subdomain directory (refer to figure 4.5.2).
Figure 4.5.2 – ‘.htaccess’ Reference to ‘app.cgi’ Directory & File Location

Next, defining the database procedures was required, developed on the raspberry pi 4,
accessible for the backend procedural development. This provided two options, these
procedures could be pieced into each procedure within the necessary python files for the
domain and subdomain, or a python library class could be created allowing the necessary
procedure to be called from a backend process. The first option offered no value, for it
would introduce a substantial amount of room for error when it came to updatable code.
This was due to the potential to have two of the same calls in different files and therefore
would have to update the code for each procedure separately. The second option would
prove to be efficient due to having only one instance of a procedure, which could be
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easily updated, and could be accessible within any python file that the library was
imported into. For this reason, it was decided that the database management procedures
would reside within separate python libraries, dedicated to working with each specific
database. Creating these libraries required a folder on the server to refer to (i.e., the
‘tobeinstalled’ folder), and a folder to house the setup.py file and the folder that would
house the python procedure file. Within the last folder in the folder structure, one can
find the python file containing the database management procedures and a ‘__init__.py’
file containing no contents. This ‘__init__.py’ file was needed to inform the python
compiler that all python files, residing in that file location, were installed to the python
software package. Additionally, before this library can be installed to a python software
package instance, the ‘setup.py’ file must be updated to include the necessary information
for installation. The file structure and ‘setup.py’ content information can be found in
appendix D. After the library contents are completed, the python library can be installed
to the python software package by using a pip install call pointing to the
‘/tobeinstall/libFolder’ location (refer to figure 4.5.3), which can be accomplished using
either putty or the cPanel terminal.
Figure 4.5.3 – Linux DOS Install Command using ‘pip’

To confirm that the library was installed successfully, the developer can locate the
installed library contents within the contents folder in the ‘.python/lib/python3.8/sitepackages/’ python folder structure. Any libraries created will need to be installed to the
main python instance and virtual python environments located on the server before
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library functionality will be enabled. To install these libraries to the virtual environment,
using either putty or the cPanel terminal the developer will need to first navigate to the
cgi-bin folder, housing the virtual environment files, and then activate the environment
using the command ‘source /virtual environment name/bin/activate’ (refer to figure
4.5.4).
Figure 4.5.4 – Linux DOS Command to Activate a Virtual Python Flask Environment

4.5.2 – Data Acquisition

After the virtual environment is activated, the developer can then continue to install the
python libraries using the pip install procedure outlined above.
With the domain & subdomain setup and the database management procedures available
via python libraries, the actual development of the backend procedures could be
conducted. First, we needed to move our frontend files to the domain file structure and
write the necessary procedures to handle the redirect to the proper websites. This
included the main webpage, redirecting to the login page, accepting login form
credentials from the frontend and querying the database for access, and then a redirect to
the userMain webpage after setting the users username to a session cookie for future
procedural calls to the backend. Without having some form of user identification
information available when a procedural call is made to the backend, the backend has no
way of knowing what user to conduct a procedural call for – whether that be either
querying or posting information to a database. An additional procedure on the frontend
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was needed, before moving into the MDAS process development, consisting of a call to
the MDAS access procedure. This would allow the user to access a link from a dropdown
menu on the frontend, which would initiate the connection process between the SpraySafely application and the MDAS service. This process would include, the authorization
process, calling the MDAS api to acquire the necessary information, storing this
information to the proper databases, and then redirecting the user back to the SpraySafely userMain webpage. To complete the authorization process, the procedure would
have to make an authorization request to the MDAS service. This call then redirects the
user to the MDAS website to allow the Spray-Safely application access to the users
MDAS organization. The authorization process can be located in appendix E. The user is
then redirected to their MDAS organization’s connection site to confirm and save the
access levels requested. After the user accepts and saves these access levels, the MDAS
then makes a call to the Spray-Safely’s backend, which requires the development of a
callback procedure. To determine what user the callback procedure is regarding, the first
thing the callback procedure does is access the username variable that is stored in the
browser session. After the username is acquired, the procedure can then query the
database for the proper user information and continue the authorization process by
accessing the code returned with the MDAS callback url. The oauth access code is
returned using http protocols and is included in the http url as a variable named ‘code’.
To retrieve this variable the developer can utilize a flask requests.args[‘code’] call and
store this value to a variable within the procedure. After the oauth code is obtained, the
callback procedure can then complete the authorization process by requesting the access
and refresh tokens through use of an MDAS call requiring the passing of the provided
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code key, along with the necessary access levels the program is requesting for the user
connection. The user is then presented with the option to confirm or deny the access. In
the event that the user chooses to deny the access request, the callback procedure on the
Spray-Safely backend must be able to handle a 400 response, and then redirect the user
back to the origin Spray-Safely website, which in this case would be the login window
that then redirects to the userMain webpage. If the user chooses to allow accees, the
access and refresh token values are then stored to the database, along with a value equal
to the current time plus 12 hours. The MDAS changes the access token for a user account
every 12 hours, therefore before any data request to the MDAS is made, aside from
authorization requests, the token must be confirmed active or refreshed. This requires the
procedure to first query the user access information from the Spray-Safely database,
check the token expiration value against the current time, and then conduct a token
refresh request from the MDAS API if the current date & time exceeds the token
expiration date & time. If the access token is expired and requires a refresh, the procedure
must store this newly acquired information to the database and recalculate the refreshed
access token expiration date & time. After valid access has been confirmed, the
procedure can then move into acquiring data from the MDAS API service.
MDAS data acquisition required a process that followed the data structure present within
the MDAS organization, with each request requiring the parsing of a json response. For
instance, with the data structure consisting of an organization, its farms, its field, and then
its application datasets; the procedure could not call the fields request without first
acquiring the organizations associated with the user, and the farms associated with each
organization. When making these requests, the MDAS service utilizes a Pagination
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process response. This response returns a set number of values, along with a link that
must be requested to receive an additional set number of values, working like pages in a
document. The MDAS pagination process defaults to return 10 values and can be set to
return a maximum of 100 values per request. To handle the pagination process, a loop
must be implemented for the additional requests. The number of iterations this loop
conducts can be calculated using the value returned to the ‘total’ key, within the json
response. To conduct the necessary requests to the MDAS service, a set of sub
procedures was created to form the request parameters in a json format and are then
returned to the call_api procedure to conduct the request. This request consists of the url,
header, and data parameters in a json format. After the organization, farm, and field data
had been acquired and stored, the next process to conduct was the creation of a MDAS
data subscription. This subscription service works like a web hook in that a call is made
to the backend url, submitted with the subscription request, and is called whenever an
event is conducted within the users MDAS account that fits the subscription parameters.
The implementation of this service is highly suggested by the MDAS API for it decreases
the amount of traffic on their API. If an application utilizing the MDAS API were to not
implement this offered service, the application would have to make repetitive calls, on a
set time interval, to the MDAS regardless of whether new information was available to
for acquisition. This method not only ties up the resources on the MDAS’s end, but also
introduces a timing factor into the procedural process which stands to reduce the
timeliness of information accessibility within the Spray-Safely program (see figure
4.5.5).
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Figure 4.5.5 - Webhook vs Polling Comparison ("Develop With Deere," 2022)

Instances of the subscription service use include adding or removing a farm or field,
removing access to a farm or field for a user, or uploading and or changing any
application data that was subscribed for. This project however would only be utilizing a
subscription for when application data was uploaded to the MDAS user account. To
create a subscription for a user, the backend must first possess a ‘receiveEvents’
procedure. This procedure must be capable of returning an HTTP 204 No Content
response within 10 seconds of receiving the post from the MDAS subscription service. If
this is not completed, the data subscription creation request will fail. This means that
within the ‘receiveEvents’ procedure the developer cannot conduct any data acquisition
and storage processes, before returning the 204 response. This created issues with python
for after a return is sent, the procedure is then ended. To overcome this issue, the data
acquisition and storage process would need to be handled using multi-threading (refer to
figure 4.5.6).
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Figure 4.5.6 – Implementing Multi-Threading

Multi-threading is a computing procedure in which a separate computing process is
created on the server and system computing/processing is then run simultaneously for
two or more separate events. By implementing multi-threading in this instance, the
‘receiveEvents’ procedure could start a new process thread, to conduct the data
acquisition and storage procedure, and then return a 204 response back to the MDAS
service immediately after starting the multi-threading process instance. This meant that
not only was there going to be a need for a ‘receiveEvents’ procedure, but an additional
need for a procedure to call in the multi-threading instance that would handle the data
acquisition and storage. This procedure involved a process that would parse the event and
operation type, from the initial MDAS response posted to the ‘receiveEvents’ procedure.
To access this information, it would be necessary to pass this information to the
procedure in the multi-threading instance instantiation.
To acquire machine data as it was uploaded to the MDAS service, it was vital that the
procedure have a process for identifying what user the information was to be attributed
to. To ensure these abilities, the subscription creation process must pass a unique
subscription token for each individual user subscription created. This token key would
then be received by the backend when a subscription event was triggered, resulting in a
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‘receiveEvents procedural call from the MDAS. This token could then be queried from
the Spray-Safely database and the information obtained could be stored for the proper
user account. The utilization of the subscription token was vital, due to the backend being
able to the username session variable. The username session would not be available in
this instance, because the MDAS service would be posting to the ‘receiveEvents’
procedure at all hours of the day regardless of whether the user was logged into their
account. Before any data could be requested in the ‘receiveEventsProcess’ procedure, it
would be important that the process first acquire the MDAS access information and
check the token expiration. It would be in this procedure that a token expiration would be
most probable and would require the token be refreshed. Once MDAS access was
confirmed, the procedure could then move into parsing the operation from the event
response and checking if this operation dataset had already been received. This check was
a necessity due to the MDAS potentially sending multiple event calls for the saved
subscription event instance and the exact same operational dataset. To ensure that a check
would be possible, avoiding duplicate application dataset entries within the Spray-Safely
database, it was necessary for the process to append the response operation id to an
application entry within the Spray-Safely databases. This operation id would also be
necessary for requesting the application information, as well as the application geospatial
dataset from the MDAS. In the instance that the parsed operation id was not found within
the Spray-Safely databases, the procedure would then commence sending this operation
id with an application instance request. This request would return application specific
information in a json format, and an application dataset which returns geospatial
information in a zipfile format, containing a shapefile. When requesting the geospatial
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information, it should be noted that the MDAS offers multiple spatial resolutions for
which the dataset can be returned. These resolutions include the options of geospatial
point data in a per sensor, per section, and per point format. Spatial resolution in this
instance refers to the collection throughout the agricultural application instance, in that a
common acquisition is one point at the center of the machine every second as it moves
through the field (i.e., per point option). Regarding the other two options, this is also a
data collection aspect and is set up for machine section control. Machine section control
is an equipment option that enables a machine to operate in a fashion of turning on or off
specific sections of the machine applicator, as it moves through the field, to avoid an over
application of the product being applied. By utilizing the per section or per sensor option,
the dataset is returned with multiple points, one per machine section or sensor per second,
instead of the single machine point per second.
When requesting the geospatial dataset from the MDAS service, the developer must
initiate the initial request and then check the status received from the request response.
This status code is then used to determine the next step in the procedure. If the response
status equals a 202 response, the procedure must calculate a set amount of time to wait
before making another request for the dataset, with this time increasing on each request
instance. Once the procedure receives either a 200 response or a 307 response, it can
them move forward with parsing the dataset download link and requesting the dataset
from the parsed link. This download is then stored to a variable, which is passed to a
procedure that extracts the zipfile to a folder on the server, and then returns the file path
to the calling procedure. This file path can then be passed to a boundary generator
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process, which converts geospatial point data, in a shapefile format, to a polygon which
encompasses all the geospatial dataset points within.
Developing the boundary generating process required the use a pre-defined concave hull
generating library. This library was pulled from an article published on towards data
science and was written by the library developer João Paulo Figueira (Figueira, 2018).
Utilizing this library required a procedural development and a few small additions to the
pre-developed python library. Starting this process required accessing the concave hull
library and downloading it from its github location (https://github.com/joaofig/ukaccidents). After the library was acquired, the process for working this library into a
boundary generating procedure could be undergone. This process consisted of reading the
shapefile dataset into a variable, parsing the geometry features from the dataset, and then
passing this geometry to the concave hull library procedural process. This process was
initially developed on a windows-based machine and utilized the geopandas library
package, which required the installation of the gdal and Fiona library packages. Due to
library package version upgrades, since the initial development of the concave hull
library package, some libraries within had changed the syntax of their procedural calls.
Therefore, before the project could utilize this library package, it would be required that
the syntax issues be resolved for the shapely library. This required changes when
importing the initial function calls, and then a naming change in each shapely function
call within the procedures. Specific changes can be found in appendix F. Installing the
concave hull library for use requires installing the geomath python library to the main
server python instance and virtual python environment, updating a copy of the ‘hulls.py’
file from the github download, copying the updated file and pasting it to each geomath
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library package on the server. This again requires navigating to the ‘python
environment/lib/site-packages/library package’ file structure (refer to figure 4.5.7).
After the file is pasted in the geomath package folder, it can then be imported into a
python procedure by importing the geomath library package. Additional updates to the
hulls.py library are optional, which included adding a
procedure for buffering the generated polygon by feet

Figure 4.5.7

instead of the included meters based procedure. Or creating a
procedure converting the buffer value, representative of
distance extruding from the exterior boundary of the
polygon, from feet to meters and then passing it to the
‘hulls.py’ ‘buffer_in_meters’ function call. This conversion
procedure and ‘buffer_in_feet’ function call can also be
found in appendix F. After installing the necessary libraries
and updating the concave hulls library, the process for
generating a polygon feature from geospatial data could be
continued. This required looping through the parsed
geometry data, setting the latitude and longitude values for
each geometric feature to a separate variable, appending
these variables to a dictionary item, and then appending this
dictionary item to an array variable. After the array variable
was updated to contain all of the geometric information for
each point feature, this array could then be passed to the concave_hull procedure in the
geomath.hulls python library file. The response from this call was then set to a variable,
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which was then passed to the buffer polygon procedure and returns an enlarged polygon
feature meeting the desired buffer size, passed with the original polygon feature. This
buffered polygon is then returned to the initial call on the backend that passed the MDAS
dataset location.
When attempting to implement this process on the linux-based hosting server, the
geopandas library, due to the required gdal & fiona libraries, created issues upon
installation attempts. When attempting to install these libraries on the hosting server there
were compatibility issues resultant from not having the necessary C++ compiler, which
could not be installed without root user access to the server. After contacting the godaddy
tech support and attempting to work through the issue with their support team, it was
determined that due to the hosting service operating on a shared server there would be no
options for installing the necessary C++ compiler. For this reason, the geopandas library
had to be scrapped and supplemented with the shapely and pyshp python library
packages. The supplemental libraries could handle the same functionality as the
geopandas library, but required the implementation of a loop to parse the specific
geometric coordinate values. Had the geopandas library been compatible with the linuxbased operating system, there would have been no need for this loop and the library itself
could have parsed these values and returned them in an array. After developing the
boundary generating procedural process, it was then created and installed as a python
library using the process stated earlier with the database management libraries.
Once the boundary generating toolset was developed and implemented, the data
acquisition portion could be completed. This required running the boundary generating
toolset, acquiring the geometric polygon feature from the acquired MDAS dataset,
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extracting the geometric values from the polygon feature, and then passing these
geometric values along with the MDAS operational information to be stored in the SpraySafely database. This information would include farm id, field id, application start time,
application end time, products used, equipment name, application id, organization id, and
the feature geometry. After all the necessary information was acquired from the MDAS,
and or calculated from the received information, it could be appended to the Spray-Safely
database. Before inserting this information into the database however, one additional
check would be necessary to confirm that information hadn’t already been inserted.
Without this final check, there would be a high probability of duplicate entries for a
single application in the database, given that the multiple events came in quicker than the
procedure could store the information. With the timing of these events calls coming in,
there may be three or four separate processes started, for a single field application dataset,
before the first process can acquire, calculate, and insert the necessary information.
4.5.3 – Returning JSON Data

The next portion of the backend development required querying the database for pesticide
application entries, formatting them to meet the json standards, and then returning them
to the frontend in a json data type format. Due to the formatting that the MDAS utilizes
when returning the operational information in a request, the database entries can’t just be
queried and then returned to the frontend. This information is returned in a format
comprised of an array of dictionary items, utilizing single quotations for all string
variables, and is then stored to the database as text. With this information being stored as
a text/string data type, it must then be reformatted before being returned to the front-end
in a json format. When returning the product information from the Spray-Safely database,
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the database product string must first be passed through the eval function to meet the json
standards. It can then be concatenated to the farm, field, and organizational names
queried from additional Spray-Safely databases, and then returned to the front-end using
the jsonify function. If the queried strings are not first passed through the eval function
before concatenating them together, the jsonify function will insert additional characters
within the json dataset. These additional characters cannot be parsed by the frontend json
loading procedure, and therefore render the dataset useless.
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CHAPTER 5 – RESULTS
Testing for the backend data acquisition could utilize two methods. One was physically
uploading the datasets to the MDAS organization, which then triggered the backend data
acquisition process. This method, if used alone, would require a significant number of
datasets to troubleshoot and confirm the operation of the backend. However, this method
is also the most representative of a machine data transfer in that a machine wirelessly
transmits this same data package to the exact same target location. Fortunately, a second
method was available, that could be used in conjunction with the first method, which cut
down on the number of datasets needed for adequate testing. This involved the utilization
of the MDAS system to reprocess datasets, that had already been uploaded to the MDAS
system, which would also trigger a call to the Spray-Safely backend acquisition process.
For this portion of the project, there were a total of twelve pesticide application files
utilized to test the system. This testing was conducted with raw dataset uploads ranging
in size from 35kb to 430kb (i.e., 8 acres to 163 acres), and included fields that had been
partially applied as well as applied in their entirety. When testing the data acquisition
aspect of the project, it was quickly determined that the system was successful in the data
acquisition and could not only process but could return this information to the frontend in
a timely fashion. When uploading datasets to the MDAS service it was found that on
average, the MDAS service was able to trigger a call to the Spray-Safely backend within
1-3 seconds of the dataset upload. This method however, the closest simulation to a
wireless data transfer process, does not account for the time required for a machine to
wirelessly transfer this dataset to the cloud. It only proves that the dataset can be
processed and trigger a data acquisition event on the Spray-Safely backend within 1-3
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seconds of the cloud receiving the dataset from the machine. When reprocessing a dataset
on the MDAS system, there was far more variability found in the timeliness of sending an
event trigger to the Spray-Safely backend. Based on the multitude of testing conducted
throughout the development process, it is believed that the MDAS service is prioritizing
processing on their end, with dataset uploads taking priority over dataset reprocessing.
This would be a logical method for handling the different processing calls in that a
reprocess event regards a dataset that is already present on the MDAS server, where as an
upload event deals with datasets that currently do not reside on the MDAS server. Due to
this prioritizing, it was found that when reprocessing a file, to trigger an event call from
the MDAS service, an event trigger receival could be expected anywhere from 1-3
seconds, up to 1-2 hours of initiating the reprocessing procedure. When using this method
for testing, the timelier responses could be expected on Sundays as well as the late
evening hours, which is believed to be due to low machine data traffic between machines
in the field and the MDAS cloud. After the call was received by the Spray-Safely
backend, dependent on the dataset size, it was found that the application entry could be
available for frontend retrieval within an average of 6-7 minutes of receiving an event
trigger. It should be mentioned that this time varied based on the size of dataset received,
with time increasing proportionally to the dataset size. The longest amount of time
required for a single entry was 24 minutes, post receival of an event call, and consisted of
a dataset comprising and area of 38 acres. Due to the substantial amount of time required
to process this dataset, it was reprocessed an additional four times. Of the four instances,
the operation information was able to be acquired and stored to the database requiring an
average of 14.5 minutes with a standard deviation of 1 minute 38 seconds. The remaining
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tests were conducted on 7 datasets which experienced completion times averaging 1
minutes 24 seconds, with a standard deviation of 2 minutes 15 seconds. In total, not
including the time needed to wirelessly transfer the application dataset from the machine
to the cloud, information pertaining to an application could be available for reference on
the Spray-Safely webpage within 6-7 minutes of receiving the dataset in the MDAS
cloud, with fields of 40 acres requiring 14 minutes or longer. This does not include the
amount of time needed for the frontend to acquire the information from the backend
databases, for this only requires a matter of seconds to query, format, and transfer the
data to the user’s browser program.
The frontend also proved to be a success in that once the data was acquired, the frontend
could successfully retrieve this information, parse through in to load the necessary
webpage and populate the farm management tree with panning capabilities (refer to
figure 5.0.1).
Figure 5.0.1 – Spray-Safely Management Tree
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Additionally, the program was able to display the pesticide application information with a
highly accurate spatial resolution and information accessibility utilizing a popup window,
with increased product information accessibility through use of a modal (refer to figures
5.0.2 & 5.0.3).
Figure 5.0.2 – Spray-Safely Feature Popup

Figure 5.0.3 – Spray-Safely Product List Modal
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This project success does not however come without a set of limitations. Throughout the
testing of this software application, there were geometric boundary calculation issues that
limited the project’s effectiveness. These limitations were determinate based on two
factors. One factor was the amount of random-access memory, 512mb, that the hosting
server possessed and could dedicate to the backend processing. This was only a factor
when working with the larger datasets, however the system could complete the necessary
processing on all datasets with a raw upload size of 240kb or small (i.e., 38 acres). Due to
the limited number of datasets for testing, the only sizes larger than 240kb was a single
dataset of 426kb, which failed numerous times due to a lack of on demand storage
availability. This failure was only present when attempting to generate a polygon feature
with the concave hull library process. It is believed that with the acquisition requesting
datasets on a per section resolution, the return of sixteen points every second, that the
machine is operating in the field, creates a dataset too large for the server memory to
handle. In the instance of the 426 kb raw dataset, a field size of 160 acres, the returned
dataset contained 345,461 geospatial points, to be processed for the concave hull exterior
boundary generation. With future work this could be alleviated through use of one of 2
methods, or a combination of both. The server random-access memory could be
increased, the datasets could be acquired on a per point resolution, or a combination of
both could be implemented. This in turn would also reduce the amount of time needed to
generate the exterior feature boundary, representing the spatial location where the
operation was conducted.
The second issue also lies within the concave hull library process, in that the procedure
used only creates a polygon with and external boundary. Due to this method use, the
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processing would often fail on datasets not comprised of a complete field operation. With
agricultural pesticide applications, it is common for an operator to bounder the field when
starting and then having to refill the machine product tank in the middle of an application.
If the operator does not finish the application before the end of the day, makes a change
in his monitor, or restarts the machine without continuing coverage on his monitor, the
data capture components within the machine will send off a partially complete dataset to
the MDAS cloud. When this dataset is then acquired and processed through the boundary
generating procedure, the process will fail due to large areas of absent data between
points (Refer to figure 5.0.4). This issue too can be alleviated with future work.
Figure 5.0.4 – Partial Application Dataset

Athough there are improvements that can be made with future work, the project did see
success with the data acquisition and ability to represent applications on a finer resolution
that seen in previous attempts to document such a procedure. If you we recall the
database application system, created by the USGS in 1994, this system was only able to
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document pesticide application information on a 40 acre section by section basis (Schurr,
1994). The Spray-Safely application, has refined that documentation procedure to
accurately display the pesticide application on a resolution as accurate as the equipment
capturing it (i.e., sub-foot in most cases, with the potential of 2-3 foot resolutions).
Additionally, the Spray-Safely program has increased user convience and data acquisition
timeliness, by automating the data input process through use of connections to an MDAS
service utilizing wireless data transfer by means of telematic communication modules
(i.e., cellular network data transfer services).
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CHAPTER 6 – CONCLUSION
The development of the Spray-Safely application has demonstrated that, with use of
current technological advancements, adequately portraying the spatial location of a
pesticide application and the specifics of that field application can be achieved in a
significantly timely manner. It has also been demonstrated that many of the processes
involved in this project, such as the information capture and spatial representation, can be
automated to increase convenience for both the producer, machine operator, and the end
user. By utilizing the deliverables of this project, producers and machine operators can
relay information from the field to any field worker without needing to make a phone or
send a message to an individual or group of individuals. This thereby removes a link from
the current communication chain and reduces the level susceptibility to human error.
With limited testing the project was successful in identifying current limitations and user
functionality tools that would increase the usefulness of the Spray-Safely tool. These
limitations and toolset needs would prove to be beneficial to the Spray-Safely tool, if
addressed in future work. The goal of this work being the creation a stand-alone program,
for documenting pesticide applications, with convenient accessibility for producers,
applicators, and field workers. Through further testing, such as a full dataset acquisition
from field machine to the Spray-Safely webpage, the Spray-Safely toolset can be proven
to be an adequate pesticide documentation program. With the continuance of future work,
the program can be further developed, to include additional user functionality and
pesticide product information, resulting in a product that adheres to all aspects of the
worker protection standards.
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CHAPTER 7 – FUTURE WORK
The Spray-Safely toolset would benefit with the continuance of future development work.
This would include addressing issues in the data acquisition procedures involving the
boundary generating toolset. In the instance that a partial dataset is uploaded to the
MDAS, it would be beneficial for the boundary generating tool to utilize the
multiPolygon function, from the shapely library, instead of the polygon function. This
function call could be suplemented with the multiPolygon call, which creates both
interior and exterior boundaries from the point data. By utilizing the multiPolygon
function, the area missing point data within a dataset would not throw an error, and
therefore would not stop the procedural process before the boundary processing has
completed. An alternative solution to this would involve implementing a method that
segregates point clouds from the acquired dataset, runs the boundary generating toolset
on each point cloud, and then merges these polygon features together to create a single
polygon feature, representative of the area the operation occurred.
In the instance limiting the dataset size capable of being processed by the program,
furthur development could implement a change in the data acquisition, from a per section
dataset to a per point dataset, therefore reducing the size of the dataset and as a result
reducing the amount of random-access memory needed. This change alone would cut the
dataset down to a sixteenth of the size currently being acquired, due to the machine data
used being collected with a sprayer setup with 16 sections (i.e., 345,461 points now
become 21,591 points ; in the instances of the 163 acre field). Additionally, this
limitation could be alleviated by moving the web hosting deployment to a virtual private
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server, which comes standard with additional resources, or by increasing the available
resources on the current platform by purchasing a higher tier service.
The Spray-Safely program would also benefit from future work, through development of
the backend procedures necessary for connecting the data input windows on the front end
to the backend Spray-Safely databases. This could be performed by acquiring the
information from the frontend, through use of http protocols, to backend flask procedures
designed to pass the user input to the already developed database management python
libaries.
Additional future work, would involve developing a data acqusition procedure to acquire
pesticide product information, from the PIAS utilized to design the Spray-Safely
procedures and databases, which would further increase the availability of information
available to the end user and thereby helping reduce the risk of pesticide exposure. This
work would include the procedure development for acquiring the information from the
PIAS, the procedures necessary for storing the acquired information to the Spray-Safely
databases, and the python library calls necessary for managing the Spray-Safely product
database.
Future work, not pertaining to the project development, includes beta testing the software
application in cooperation with a group of stakeholders comprised of producers, farm
workers, and crop scouts. This is currently in the works as a collaboration with a
university extension outreach program, and will assess the software based on ease of use,
convience, reliability, and added value to a stakeholders operations. If a worker pesticide
exposure reduction piece were to be added to this assessment, it would be limited to
stakeholder opinion and would be assessed on ease/peace of mind of the stakeholder
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when relying on this software for their information needs. Assessments would require
responses prior to software utilization, which would serve as the control basis. A follow
up assessment, post crop season season software utilizing, would then need to be
conducted, and would be compared to the control assessment to derive the study results.
This assessment would provide an opportunity to identify unforseen problematic areas in
the sofware development, seek stakeholder input regarding features, toolsets, and
information they would like available, and derive additional future work/upgrade needs
for the software application.
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APPENDICES
Appendix A
INSTALLING NODE.JS - (https://phoenixnap.com/kb/install-node-js-npm-on-windows):

INSTALLING BROWSERSYNC - (browsersync.io/#install):
Skip step 1 for you have already completed this
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ENVIRONMENT ACTIVATION CODE:
This code needs to be written in a simple txt file and then saved as a ‘.cmd’ file type.
Line 2 of the code refers to the parent directory that your webpage files are stored in
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Appendix B
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Appendix C
Backend Python Flask Library Package Requirements
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Appendix D
Creating A Python Library For Installation – Step1
Create a ‘tobeinstall’ folder on the hosting server

Creating A Python Library For Installation – Step2
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Create and name a folder to house your setup file on the hosting server

Creating A Python Library For Installation – Step3

81
Create a ‘setup.py’ file in the folder created in the previous step
After creating the ‘setup.py' file, import the information as follows and update the name
and packages content to match the folder name created in step 2
Note: the url, author, author email, description, and version information can be updated
to the users choosing, but must be string values.

Creating A Python Library For Installation – Step4

82
Create a folder (using the same name used for the ‘setup.py’ packages variable) inside of
the folder created in step2
It is within this folder that you can create the blank file named ‘__init__.py’ and paste
your developed python procedures that you want to install as libraries.
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Appendix E

("Develop With Deere," 2022)

Steps 1 & 2 - The customer initiates a request for data from a client application, and the client
sends OAuth request to the authorization server with the proper headers.

Step 3 - The customer is redirected to John Deere sign-in page.
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Step 4 - The customer signs into John Deere, and the request is redirected back to the
authorization server.
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Step 5 - The customer is presented with the scope allowance screen.
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Steps 6 & 7 - Scope acceptance is sent back to the OAuth server, and the customer is redirected
back to the client application with authorization code.
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Acquire an access token

The client requests an access token from the token server by sending
an authorization grant type authorization_code parameter, along with
the authorization code, and a redirect URI. The authorization server
authenticates the client and issues an access token and a refresh
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token (only if offline_access scope is requested). The access token will
expire after 12 hours.
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Appendix F
Boundary Generation Library Structure – setup.py location
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Boundary Generation library procedure – setup.py
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Boundary Generation Library Structure – boundGen.py location
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Boundary Generation library procedure – boundGen.py
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GeoMath library procedure – hulls.py (Figueira, 2018)
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